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SABLE night, a lonely way,
A mansion crumbling in decay;
Its outline, limned against the sky,
Greets spectre-like the passer-by.
And where the silence speaks or means
Uncanny things--! say, such scenes
Recall a tale my grandsire told,
Of one who lived and died for gold.
Beyond the gates of Milnster town
A mansion from a knoll looks down
In gloomy silence, night and day,
On those who pass along the way.
The sparrows nestle in its eaves,
And in its nooks, the spider weaves
Its silken treacherous home-a snare
For all the wandering insects there.
And when the sombre shade of night
Enwraps the place, no cheery light
Streams forth, save where the moon's pale rays
Reflect on panes, and cast a haze
Of ghostly light. A spectral gloom
Hangs over all as o'er a tomb;
While late lone travellers dread the place,
And hasten by with quickened pace.
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But why these ruins grim and gaunt?
And why did Fate choose here a haunt?
What superstition here holds sway
Dooming a mansion to decay?
Time was when wealth and ~eauty shone
From rooftree to foundation stone.
What malediction then ha.n gs o'er
The place, that it shall be no more?
A man here lived whose store of gold
Compared with that of Croesus old.
And though as rich as any lord
Avarice bade, "Increase thy hoard!"
All day he toiled with tireless brain
By night he gloated o'er the gain
He'd wrought that day. His heart was cold
And harder than the yellow gold
That was his god. An air profound
And chill as death was flung around
Him like a robe-flung to forefend
The fellowship of kin or friend.
'Twas then a blight spread o'er the land
That like an all destroying hand
Swept o'er the tilled and sprouting soil
And rendered vain the peasant's toil.
Afar, a-near, both farm and field
Were barren of their annual yield,
And when the harvest days had come
Grim famine stalked from home to home.
The people by distress made bold
Appealed unto this man of gold
To aid them in their need of bread.
He heard their plea, then shook his head

A STO RY OLD

And answered them in hardened tone :
"Get hence ye beggars, not a bone .
Nor drop of water shall ye take
From me, for God's or mercy's sake!"
With saddened hearts they leave the place,
And silently their steps retrace.
But in the market place they meet
A stranger, w.h o steps forth to greet,
And gently asks them why so sad.
They tell of fruitless months they've had,
Tell on what errand they repaired,
Tell how they pleaded, how they fared
The stranger, none knew whence he came,
Nor what his object, what his nameImpressed them with his kindly mien
And deep concern with what he'd seen
And heard. "Perchance," sa~d he, "ye met
This rich man wrapped up in a fret.
I'll try once more if ye approve,
His heart to deeds of love to move."
With pleadings and with gentle art
He tried to touch the miser's heart.
But vain his hope. As leave he takes
A woeful prophecy he makes.
"]farewell my poor misguided friend,
It shall be writ until time's end
That hungry I before thee stood
And thou repulsed my plea for food."
Henceforth it seemed that Fortune frowned
On all that once its favor found.
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With all his plans foul havoc played.
His barns were burnt, his ships delayed;
Each passing day, each fleeting hour
Exacted toll with ruthless power.
In time, a fever as by stealth
Robs him of all by taking health.
He feels his slowly ebbing breath
And dreads the clutching hand of death.
The doctors helpless 'round him stand
With hopeless heart and palsied hand.
"Come, come," he cries, "my pain assuage."
Then speechless lies in dying rage.
"Pray calm thyself, thou'lt put to naught
The little good that we have wrought,
For as a warning be it said
Thy life hands by a slender thread.
As for thy gold, it hath no power
To lengthen life a single hour."

I
I

"My gold, say ye, cannot command
Nor ease my pain, nor bid the hand
Of death to stay its aweful touch?
0 gold, I loved thee over-much,
And worshipped solely at they shrine;
My days, my care, all, all were thine;
Yet when, sore tried, I come to thee,
Thou canst not turn a hand for me?
Away, false gold, too late, too late,
I learned to know thee-learned to hate.
For thee I bartered life an'd soul,
For thee I chose ,hell as my goal!
0 God-my god has been my purse!
A curse on all, on all my curse!"
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Thus frenzied, he in madness cried,
And cursing, in despair he died.
No mourners gathered 'round the dead,
No hot tears fell, no prayers were said
By those who bore him to the grave.
His home has known no tenant, save
When he, 'tis said, doth reappear
To curse the gold still hidden there.

...' ,.

Thus runs the tale my grandsire told
Of one who lived and died for gold.
Lawrence Steltenpohl, 16.
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LEASURES new, seem doubly sweet,
Haste they soon away;
Joys our morning dreams that greet,
Perish with the day.
Sorrows bravely born for years
Chasten us the while;
Though the seed we plant be tears
The blossom is a ·smile.
Arthur Frey, '16.

&nmr i;nmrrit &imilrs.
OT the least notable feature of Homer's art
is his use of the simile. In his literary
rambles, the average student has met with
many a beautiful simile but never probably
with any so beautiful, simple and apposite.
In this paper we will confine our attention to the
similes of the first six books of the Iliad. In the
remaining eighteen books, there must be many
similes, the complete study of which would give a
more perfect knowledge of this feature of Homeric
art. Yet the disadvantages of a partial treatment
may be offset somewhat by the wide range of simile
subjects in the first six books.
There are fifty-nine similes in the first six .books
of the Iliad. The range of subjects is wide. There
are thirty-four single expressed comparisons while
.seven additional subjects are used twenty-five times
in all. The subjects of the similes include: night,
fire, mist, bees, sea, field of grain, birds, leaves, insects, a shepherd, a bull, gods, lightning, cranes, a
lion, a serpent, an axe, grasshoppers, a ram, wild
beast, wine, star, ivory, a mother, fawns, boar 1
storm, sheep, wolves, a torrent, tower, poplar tree,
river, dogs, clouds, wayfarer, doves, a shout, milk,
horse, sun. Th~ most popular subject is that of a
lion, which is used six times. Objects are compared to the sea, five times; to a star, four times; to
fire and to mist, three times; to birds and leaves,
twice.
Not at random, nor without some definite intended effect does Homer use this figure so frequently. The simile is generally introduced before
some passage of more than ordinary importance or
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power, or to add strength and vividness to a statement. Moreover, intensity of effect is sometimes
produced by an accumulation of figures, notably in
the second book.
'
Nestor has advised Agamemnon to "marshal his
troops and stir them up to the combat. The heralds
spread the summons and the warriors assemble.
The gathering host is. compared first to a spreading
fire upon the mountains; to a flock of birds settling
down upon the meadow; to the unnumbered flowers
and leaves of summer; to a swarm of flies at milking time; to a flock of goats in the pasture when
they are being herded apart. Each of these similes
has its own peculiar effect. The first hurly-burly
of the private soldiers on receiving the summons is
compared to the wild spreading of a mountain
forest fire. And the four which follow connote the
various stages between confusion and order. We
have a flock of birds alighting upon a meadow or ·
marsh showing that the movement of the soldiers
is at an end. They come to rest, but stand in confusion, without order or arrangement and are compared to the leaves. The first stage of separation
now occurs. The men are roughly divided into
groups, ·although in each group there is more or
less confusion. At this stage they are likened to
swarms of flies, one swarm separated from another,
though with apparent confusion reigning within
each swarm. Lastly as the different units of each
division begin to reach, each his proper position,
the simile of the goats being herded by the goatherd is introduced. The common soldier, now that
order has been attained, is of no further importance.
Against the background of serried ranks the leaders
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begin to play their role of importance. Accordingly
two similes now follow, in which Agamemnon, the
commander-in-chief, is compared to the lea<ler of a
herd and in person to three of the Olympians.
Homer's figures, as we have said, are peculiarly
apposite. For instance, in the third book, while the
combat is growing general, Menelaus, the injured
husband of Helen, comes upon the coward Paris.
This worthy "has been playing the champion, having challenged all the chiefs of the Greeks to fight
in deadly single combat." But when he catches
sight of Menelaus, he changed color, and leaving
the open space between the troops, shrinks back
suddenly among his own comrades in order to avoid
<ieath. Then the poet says, "as a man that in a
mountain glade catching sight of a serpent, starts
backward, and, trembling seizes his feet beneath
him, and he retreats back again, paleness taking
hold of his cheeks, even so did the god-like Paris,
for fear of the son of Atreus, shrink back into the
crowd of lordly Trojans.
Not all of Homer's figures are suggested by the
woods and sea, wild beasts and savage warriors.
The gentler aspects of life are also found within the
range of the poet's vision. In the fourth book of
the Iliad, one of the Trojan heroes is letting fly at
Menelaus with a feathered arrow. The ever present god or goddess is at hand to aid the endangered fighter and turns aside the piercing dart, "like
a mother who driveth a fly from her child that lieth
in sweet slumber."
To one who has enjoye<l the Homeric simile, the
debt which later writers owe to the earlier poet is
quite apparent. For instance in the second book of
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the Aeneid, Vergil, describing how Aeneas is roused
from sleep by the sudden night attack of the Greeks
and mounting to the roof top sees the torch applied
to various parts of the city, writes as follows:
"Even as when among standing corn, a spark falls
with a fierce south wind to fan it, or the impetuous
stream of a mountain torrent sweeps the fields,
sweeps the joyous crops and the bullocks' toil, and
drives the woods headlong before it, in perplexed
amazement a shepherd takes in the crash from a
rock's tall summit."
Vergil has here enlarged upon some Homeric
similes. For instance in the fourth book of the
Iliad we read: "As when the torrents of winter
flow down the mountains to a watersmeet, and join
their furious floods through the deep ravine from
their great springs and the shepherd heareth the
roaring far off among the hills,"-again, "as when
ruinous fire falleth on dense woodland, and the
whirling wind beareth it everywht:re, and the thickets fall utterly before it, being smitten by the onset
of the fire."
How much modern poets are indebted to Homer
we can only conjecture. A very slight acquaintance
with the writings of the ancient bard, will be enough
to convince anyone that the debt is large.

ROBERT C. KELLY, '16.

T happened in the great plain in Montana. Texas
Cronin had just come from the Musselshell
River happy over his being promoted from a
regular cow-puncher to foreman of the E ranch.
He was now going home to spend a few weeks with'
his good old folks in the Mountain Sheep Bluffs
near the big dry creek, where they dwelt in their
peaceful log cabin. Tex mounted and rode on for
some time and as he neared a small swell which
rose about twenty-five feet from the ground, his
horse took fright and danced to one side as if he
expected something to turn up. Tex thought so
too on seeing how strange his pony was acting. As
he looked ahead he could see the outline of an animal running at a good gate for its hiding place.
The rider then dug h'is spurs deep into the pony's
flanks and rushed forward in pursuit of the animal.
Upon nearing the fugitive Tex drew his revolver
and plugged it on the run. It was known to all
cowboys that the sheriff had promised a reward of
three dollars for the scalps of coyotes which were
carrying off young calves from the ranches. The
slayer of this coyote was also well aware of it, but
he did not have time to scalp the animal nor did he
care to retrace his steps from his homeward direction that he might receive the reward. So he left
the animal lie where it had fallen and pushed on.
That night he camped on the plain and while
frying his slice of bacon for the evening meal he
glanced up and saw a pa,ir of legs standing directly
in front of him. Looking up a little farther he came
face to face with a big blue steel forty-five with the
county sheriff at the business end of it. The ranch
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foreman's right hand, with the habit of years, went
to his hip-pocket, but the sheriff's voice was quicker
and more imperative.
"Pardner, reach for the clouds and bring that
right hand up empty."
"Well now, sheriff, would you mind telling me
the idea of this surprise party."
"Don't get hasty, pardner. That will all come in
time. Now I want you to answer a few questionsthe first is : Who shot Judge Conner?"
"You can search me, sheriff," was the reply.
"That's what I intend to do." And suiting the
action to the word, he reached over and drew Tex's
gun from the holster, and breaking it open threw
eut an empty shell.
" Huh-you must have been in a hurry, pardner,
after you shot the Judge so as to forget to load
your gun."
"You're a liar, sheriff, when you say that I shot
the Judge, and still bigger one when you call me a
coyote just because I told you the trutff."
Tex's tone was in his softest Southern tongue,
and in his anger his steel grey eyes were narrowed
to slits. Without another word he picked up his
saddle, threw it over his horse and swinging into it,
said: " Hit her up, sheriff, and don't act hostile, for
there is no need of it."
The county official drew his horse alongside of
the ranchman and they galloped toward the town,
with a silence that is only bred in men who are
born on the range. When they reached town the
sheriff put Tex in the lock-up.
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The next morning the sheriff brought Tex his
breakfast and told him to get ready for his trial
which was to take place in about an hour. Tex replied that there was no use of getting ready, since
he did not kill the Judge. In about an hour the
prisoner was led through a long narrow street, lined
with cow-punchers, and then into a small room.
Tex walked up the aisle and took his place near the
judge's table. The newly appointed judge looked
over his glasses, and rapping on the table for order
took up a document which was lying near him and
read:
"On the twenty-fifth day of May, in the year
eighteen hundred and eighty-four, one Texas Cronin
did shoot and kill Judge Conner of Montana." Then
he asked:
"Is the prisoner guilty or not?"
"I raise my right hand and swear to the Lord I
am not guilty," was the response.
Then the sheriff thus related his part of the story:
"Your Honor, yesterday afternoon while out
range riding I passed Judge Conner's cabin and I
went in. There on the floor near the fireplace lay
the Judge dead, shot through the back with a fortyfive bullet. Upon inspection I found that the murderer had fired through the window, and I also discovered the trail of a horse going by the cabin. I
followed the trail and came upon this man frying
bacon. I dismounted and crept up upon him. Disarming him I found this empty shell in his gun."
The judge turned to the prisoner and asked if he
had anything to say to the charge.
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"Yes judge, I have," said Tex. "I did not kill
the Judge but I did shoot a coy9te with the bullet
from the empty shell in my gun, which the sheriff
has shown you. I did not take the scalp of the
animal for I had no time, since I was going home,
which is in the opposite direction from town."
"Prisoner of the law"-here the judge's words
were drowned in a discharge of gun-shots from a
neighboring saloon. In a moment all had left the
court room with the exception of Tex who sat
quietly in his chair. In a moment all returned and
to their surprise they saw the prisoner sitting in
his place. When asked why he did not escape, he
replied that he had nothing to escape from.
At this juncture the sheriff and his deputy came
in leading an Indian who was known as Crowfoot
and had a very bad reputation in that part of town.
Crowfoot was badly wounded and nearly exhausted
from the loss of blood. Presently he sank to the
floor and held up his right hand for every one to
listen and in a weak voice said :
"Crowfoot ready to die now; he get revenge yesterday. One day Judge Conner have Crowfoot
horsewhipped. Yesterday Crowfoot killed judge."
Here the Indian's body gave a convulsive quiver
and the murderer lay a corpse on the court room
floor.
WALTER KUHLMAN,
First High B, Avondale.

Atttirut iluriul.
VEN though unaided by direct revelation,
man has ever looked forward to an after
life where the inequalities of this world
would be balanced and where the good or
evil done here would be rewarded or punished.
It would be a difficult task to determine just what
the ancients' idea of immortality was. Very probably there was no one generally accepted belief.
Because burial rites must needs be influenced by
the prevailing idea of an after life, and we find these
rites widely divergent at different times and in different communities. It may be interesting briefly
to compare some Greek and Roman burial rites, to
see how similar they were and how more or less
the same idea of immortality must have prevailed
among the two great nations of antiquity.
The most common methods employed by the ancients in disposing of their dead were earth burial
and cremation.
In the late Minoan age, the dead were buried in
shaft tombs hewn in rock, or in bee-hive shaped
sepulchres, with chambers often sunk in the side
of a hill. With the dead were laid numerous valuables such as arms of bronze, golden ornaments,
crystal and ivory cups, vases and silver~
In the Homeric period the dead were cremated,
and the ashes then buried in a mound of earth. In
the first few lines of the Iliad, when Apollo has
attacked the Achaians, we are told that "many pyres
of the dead were burning continually." But it is
when Homer describes the burial of Patroclus that
we get a full account of the then prevailing funeral
rites.
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Slaves are dispatched to the mountains to cut
and carry wood for the funeral pyre. The pyre is
a large one~a hundred feet square; and in the center is placed the body of Patroclus. Round about
upon the edges of the pile are placed offerings.
These consisted of "two-handled jars of honey and
oil." Dogs and horses were slain, and, on this occasion, captive Trojans were put to death. The
bodies of these victims were burned with that of
the dead hero.
We are told that there was some difficulty in getting the pyre of Patroclus to burn. The wood,
though greased with fat of flayed oxen, was probably too green readily to take fire. But the ever
ready divinities are at hand, and, "the winds came
blowing over the sea and fell upon the pyre and
loudly roared the great fire. And all night long,
swift-footed Achilles, holding a two-handled cup,
drew wine from a golden bowl and poured it forth,
drenching the earth as he called the while upon the
spirit of hapless Patroclus."
When the body was finally consumed the bones
were taken up. "Then with lamentation they gathered up the white bones of their gentle comrade
into a golden urn, and double folded fat, and they
marked the circle of the mound and set the· foundations thereof around the pyre, and straightway piled
thereon a heap of earth."
Then followed games in which the warriors of
the noble class contended for prizes offered by the
son of Peleus. · There was much shouting, a deal
of rough jesting, the intervention of the Gods in
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behalf of the favored chiefs, and, we may readily
surmise, not a little gorging and wassail.
Very similar to the rites described by Homer are
those by which the good Aeneas honors the body
of Misenus. Vergil's details agree in the main with
those of Homer, but there is greater elaboration,
richer imagery and less artless simplicity in the account of the Roman poet.
There is the same pyre built about the body before the torch is applied. Offerings are made,
though here, incense and sacrificial viands take the
place of animal and human victims. The dead
hero's bones are gathered in a brazen urn, and over
the remains a monument of massive size is raised
on which the arms, the trumpet and the oar of the
departed are placed.
The purpose of the ancients in burning their dead
and then raising a mound over the ashes is not
clearly understood. It has been suggested that
cremation was a relic of nomad times when tribes
constantly on .the march burned their dead to prevent them from falling into the hands of the enemy.
Yet the heaps of earth raised over the remains
would attract the attention of any chance vandal
and defeat the end of cremation. More likely is it
that the burning emphasized the dissolution of soul
and body. The body returned to its original elements while the soul thus freed, descended to the
house of Hades.
It only remains to remark on the desire for formal burial of Greeks and Romans alike. If in one
instance, narrated by Vergil, Anchises, the father
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of Aeneas, seems to express the contrary sentiment,
his action is to be attributed not to any absence of
religious feeling, but to the fright he was in at the
time, caused by the wild shouting of victorious
Greeks and the flames of burning Troy.
ALBERT DORGER, 16.

H

OW sweet the perfume that the red rose brings .
As incense, to the dewy shrine of night;
And the dim winking stars, how soft the light,
That each pale lantern of the heaven flings.
The weird shrill cry of birds belated, rings
With eerie tones among the woods. In flight
Among the huge black boles, a phantom white,
Beam of the low hung moon, abruptly swings.
With sudden fright as from a frenzied dream,
Nature is roused; a moment breathless lies,
Then sinks again in slumber doubly sound,
As one who waking hears the strident scream
Of night bird, startled for a moment, sighs
And turns again to dreamless sleep profound.
John L. McCabe, '16.

i!Hg mrtp tn lixir.
FTER a tour over the hilly regions of Kentucky, through the swamps of Mississippi and over the wide Lake Ponchartrain
we finally landed in New Orleans.
I wasted no time in getting acquainted with the ·
city and its customs, visiting every quarter of the
town so as to see everything.
New Orleans is certainly a great city. It has a
harbor deep enough to admit the largest ships
afloat and it is largely through the possession of
such excellent shipping facilities that it has become
the greatest oyster, lumber, cotton, sugar, coffee,
rice and banana market in the Union. Moreover,
any one of the many ocean going steamers that sail
to or from New Orleans, can be readily repaired,
if damaged, because the city possesses the largest
floating steel dry-dock in the world. From this
port steamers are received from, and sent out daily
to the West Indies, Mexico, Central America, Panama, Cuba, Porto Rico and world ports. Besides,
there are along the river, thirty miles of dock facilities with modern steel sheds on wharves.
To sight-seers, one of the most interesting parts
of the city is this river front. The sight of men
and boys scrambling for bananas that fall from the
stalks is ever interesting to a visitor from the North.
It seems strange, too, after one is used to paying
twenty or twenty-five cents a dozen for bananas in
Cincinnati to be able to buy an entire bunch in
New Orleans for fifteen cents.
At the time that I left Cincinnati the weather was
extremely cold. Heavy flannels and overcoats kept
one comfortable and warm and all the inconven-
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iepces of the winter were upon us. As we journeyed southward the temperature became notably
milder and when we reached New Orleans, the
change of climate was probably the thing which I
noticed most. The weather was ideal in every respect, the sun hot during the day, the air was always fresh and balmy and the river banks looked
like those of the Ohio in mid-summer. When one
remembered how cold it was at home ,it seemed
very strange to notice the boys swimming in the
river, and to come often upon barefoot children in
the streets.
Some of the points of interest that I visited are
the Cabildo, where stuffed animals, fish, fowls,
snakes and insects are shown ; the barracks ; a sugar
refinery, said to be the largest in the world; the spot
where the battle of New Orleans was fought, and
the city parks. Negroes are everywhere and work
for very low wages.
After visiting in New Orleans for some days, I
bade my friends good-bye, and started on the return trip home. We stopped off at Bessemer, a
small mining town twelve miles from Birmingham.
Here we visited the works, mines and furnaces.
From the mines, the iron is brought in, as they say,
raw. It then . goes to the furnaces where it is .
cooked like water ; the slag comes to the top where
it is skimmed off, transferred to a hot-box and
dumped down a hill, while the iron is run off into
molds and left to cool.
Again taking the train northward, we stopped off
at Chattanooga, where we visited Lookout Mountain. It is said that on a clear day, one can see
from this mount as far as the State of Kentucky.
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The cemetery for the Civil War soldiers is the attractive feature here.
Shortly after we .w ere back home, well satisfied,
notwithstanding the . advantages we saw in the
South, to remain up North for the present.
JOHN ]. FUSSNER,
First High C.

W

HEN sunlight gleams at break of day,
Dance 'neath the heavy shade at play,
They seem the flash of swords unseen,
That guard the woodland nymphs' demesne.
The bulking shades of dawn they slay,
And e'en the buds in disarray
Of sleep, disheveled, see the fray,
And hide the moss and ferns between,
When sunlight gleams.
Emboldened, soon the buds essay
To peer from out the shade; they sway
With bashful forwardness, and lean
, Their trembling forms against the green
Of latticed leaves. Ah, glad are they
When sunlight gleams.
Eugene V. Cloud, '18.

&uttt.dll.
HAT attractive and enticing voice is
that, which as it were, goads man on
to struggle so valiantly, and apparent.
ly to achieve nothing for years and
years? What reward induces him to work with unflinching perseverance towards an end, for the accomplishment of which he must temporarily, at
least, sacrifice pleasure, yea, even health? It is the
mystic word, whi<;;h has been whispered into men's
ears since the dawn of time "success."
As a rule, success is not lightly attained. To
reach this goal the ambitious man must enter into
and examine himself to find that wherein he is weak.
He must determine with nice discrimination the
powers which are his to use. For most men fail
of success more through an underestimation than
an exaggerated idea of their own capabilities. If
the man who is ambitious to succeed finds that any
pleasure is thwarting the attainment of his purpose,
that pleasure must he give up. To the desired end
he must sacrifice money in some instances; in
others, time, health, a retired and easy-going life.
The continued worry of failure, sleepless nights and
overwork may seriously impair his health, but he
must keep on; on though death overtakes him before success has crowned his efforts.
What constitutes success is a much debated
question. After all, success is merely the prosperous termination of anything attempted, so success,
loosely speaking, is in the end or intention. The
seeker after worldly success, succeeds if he becomes wealthy or powerful. Yet wealth and power
are but transitory and sometimes doubtful bless-

W
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ings. Money, the most inexperienced of us know,
is very apt to slip from the fingers that have gathered it; power, which finally rests in popular approval, is most likely to take quick wings. For men
are fickle creatures at best; and their heroes are
crowned and dethroned with a regularity, the only
surprising feature of which is that it is so freakish.
In this world's estimation, such popular heroes
as Alexander the Great, Caesar, Washington, Napoleon and others were eminently successful, while
men and women, lost in the common herd, but who
were martyrs to duty, played unsuccessful parts in
the drama of life. Ah, how foolish these world lovers are ! They care. nothing for the soul. They
look for material success alone, because they look
not forward to' the inevitable day of reckoning
when only the man of upright and honorable life
will be adjudged truly successful.

Many of those who each year begin for the first
time to fight life's battle towards success, forget
that in the long run dishonesty will not bring success. While it is right for young men to be ambitious-without ambition what service could they
do their God and fellow-men-they should remember that ambition for this world will, at the best,
result in this world's success alone. The world is
skeptical as to the existence of a soul, of immortality. Still deep down in the hearts of everyone
there lies that craving for immortality, and religious or not, we must in life make some provision
for the life unending.
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The keynote to all real success is the salvation
of one's own soul. Unless a man is successful here,
his whole life has been a failure. And unless a man
daily sacrifice for his eternal success, as he would
for his temporal, he cannot expect to terminate this
life other than as a miserable failure.

J.

ALOYSIUS GRIMMELSMAN, '16.

Junt at Nnnn.
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HE languid breeze deep laden with perfume
Of roses, loiters in the fragrant glade;
Its petals, heat aweary, each red bloom
Nods drowsily within the grateful shade.
The hymns of woodland choristers are hushed,
The locust drones his somnolent refrain;
Weak fountains, that at·dawn so gaily gushed,
With bubbling murmur of the heat complain.
Adolph Ante, '16.

.A illllan nf .Arizona.
EW Trent is a blooming hamlet that occupies a verdant depression in the Sierra
Madre. On two sides thickly-wooded
peaks mount to the clouds, while to the
west the village fades into a broad, bleak desert,
that terminates at the horizon.
The easiest approach is from the east. Here a
broad pike winds its course through gorge and past
canyon, until a distant mountain, rising up as if in
bold objection, shuts travel from view.
The sun was streamil1€" down on a day when the
village presented its most cheerful front. Trees and
flowers were in the height of beauty, while carefully
tended grass-plots showed that man and nature
were doing their utmost toward happiness and prosperity.
On such an inviting morning a company of four
rode into town. Foremost among them was a darkcomplexioned, shrewd-looking man of middle age,
who sat astride a frisky black mustang. This fellow was well built, and appeared to a leader, for he
rode his horse like a general.
The other three men need no description for they
were simply followers. Ambling in careless mien
came a pack mule, that carried the baggage of the
party. No surprise was displayed at the coming of
this party, as visitors were frequent and considered
peaceable. But when they were seen to continue
on to the courthouse, heads popped from behind
shutters, and even old ranchers wondered as to the
strangers' office there.
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Dismounting, the leader of the party made his
way slowly up the steps and knocked at the sheriff's
door. There was a quick response, and soon the
boss was greeted by a hearty "good morning" from
the law officer. The latter proved a jovial fellow,
so "Boss" McGinn, the moving picture representative, had no trouble in securing permission to carry
out his business.
The business was this: McGinn and his men
were from the International Film Company, of New
York -and London. He was in the West to gather
material for moving picture films, and had chosen
New Trent as a place suitable for taking some interesting views.
If the towns-people were willing, the first picture
would portray a typical Western bank robbery;
and the next day at noon was named for the occa- .
sion.
Next the New Trent Hotel was visited. Here
rooms were engaged, and all the goods put away
before the four strangers went out to look around
- the town and incidentally to view the bank.
The scene of the meditated demonstration of highway art was a one-story brick building of attractive
design. Though iron bars were in evidence, still it
was generally understood that little money ever arrived at or departed from the New Trent National
Bank. But just about this time soldiers on duty at
the border were being paid, so quite a little money
was lying around.
That night, when all the other guests were asleep,
a casual observer could have noticed the moving
picture men holding a quiet and momentous con-
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versation. When they dispersed for bed, a carefully constructed plan had been fixed upon.
Next day at twelve-thirty, one of the men was
stationed at an advantageous position near the bank
:with the moving picture camera. The other three,
accoutered for "war," took their stand about a
square away.
The event having been generally made known, a
large crowd of farmers and nondescripts were gathered near the scene of action. And meekly, as this
was their first experience of the kind, did they stand
in silence and awe. Still, a few, who had been to
Frisco or other cities, were not so interested.
At an unexpected moment, as a stir began to
creep through the audience, the actors charged up
with a loud cry, and quickly entered the bank. But
there, so completely did they amaze the clerks, that
they were easily able to go to the safe and get away
with a large amount of money.
In less time than it takes to tell, they were back
on their horses, and, yelling encouragement to their
horses, and derision at the crowd, they made their
exit at break-neck speed. But here affairs were decidedly changed.
Instead of stopping their horses and turning back
to New Trent, the bandits spurred their horses to
greater speed, and shortly entered a thickly-wooded
defile, which afforded protection by concealment
from any passer~by. But even here they knew they
would be followed, so they decided to deceive any
enemy.
At the other end their sheltered refuge opened
into a great plain, but trees hung low over their
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heads. Cowboys, sharp-eyed as Indians, would
soon be on their trail; so in order to deceive them,
the robbers dismounted and carried the money to a
place where it could easily be reached from above.
Then they rode a little farther. Nimble as antelopes, they swung from their horses up into the
trees, at the same time sending their animals flying
through the defile with a few stiff kicks.
Meanwhile the trickery had been discovered, and
consternation reigned at New Trent. In a very
short time the posse started in earnest on the search.
Under the able leadership of Bill Tracy, an old
ranger, the footprints of the horses were quickly discovered and followed ~p to the other end of the
ravine. But here by a strange mischance to the
thieves, the latter's horses were waiting at the opening into the plain.
So after looking around, the posse soon concluded
that they had been fooled, and therefore they retreated into the gulch.
At this critical time the spirits of the robbers were
given a decided jolt. For at a lazy trot and without any burden, their faithful pack-mule silently returned from his equine companions and uttered a
soft and persuasive neigh, as if calling his hidden
masters.
'
The sheriff and his men lost no time in following
up this clue. And the men showed that hounds
were not necessary, for it was not long before
bushes were seen moving near the top of the mountain.
But perhaps these movements were decoys, since
a rain of bullets at ont e came showering· down onto
the path, tumbling two men and a horse.
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Nevertheless, just as the real battle was about to
begin, the crooks came running down the mountain,
closely pursued by about six officers. Tney fell
right into an ambush, prepared by the cowboys.
As no chance now lay open for the swindlers to
escape, they meekly surrendered and suffered themselves to be led back to town and thrown into jail.
This latter treatment must have been rather
harsh for McGinn, for he, alias Barry, was renowned as never having been caught in twenty
years of crooked work and open hold-ups.
Within a few days a trial was held, and the sneaks
got their just desert, though they were lucky to
come off with two eyes and ears.

EUGENE V. SHIELS,
Third Year.

l;t mnnk a lip.
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SUNNY pond laughed merrilyA diving-board hung from the lee;
A steady poise-a leap-a boundAn awkward curve-a splashing sound;
The ripples died away, and heHe took a dip.
Arthur G. Ruthman, '15.
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HE mighty mass of waters which recently
swept down the valley of the Ohio in an
unchecked avalanche of death and destruction was in many respects the most disastrous flood in the history of this section of the
country.
In actual measurement of stages, former floods
might prove slightly higher; but as regards loss of
life and property the rise of water during the latter
part of March and the first part of April was far
more destructive than any previous flood. This result might possibly be traced to the unparalleled
rapidity of the rise due to the phenomenally heavy
rainfall of four days over a belt of northern Ohio
country, along the low, flat divide from which the
north flowing rivers empty into Lake Erie and the
south flowing into the Ohio.
This rainfall began in extreme northwestern
Ohio on Sunday morning, March 23, and gradually
extended southward, finally reaching the extreme
southeastern sections of the State on the afternoon
of the 24th. At no time, however, was the precipitation in the south as deep as that in the north.
The total rainfall from March 23 to 27 was, for Cincinnati, 7.5 inches; for Dayton, 9.0 inches; for Columbus, 6.9 inches; for Wooster, 10.1 inches; for
Bellefontaine, 11.1 inches. At other water-sheds
proportionately alarming figures were shown; and
consequently when it is considered that the total
precipitation in many places during the four days'
storm was nearly a foot, it can readily be understood why there was such an unparalleled rapidity
in the rise of the Ohio.

T
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The destruction wrought by the huge sweeps of
the water as it rushed down the Ohio valley to the
Mississippi can scarcely be imagined. The loss in
dollars can only be estimated; but it is certain that
it runs into many millions. Cincinnati and surrounding towns lost heavily; Cairo was placed in
so dangerous a position that the city was more than
half depopulated; at Columbus the river attained a
width of over two miles; but it was in Dayton and
Hamilton that the heaviest losses in life and property :were suffered and the most deplorable condi- ·
tions obtained. With amazing swiftness the waters
of the Miami rose above their banks and spread
themselves in a path of destruction over miles of
territory including the business as well as the residence section of the two cities. Railroad beds were
torn up, telegraph connections were cut off, and all
commercial and social activities came to a standstill.
The cities were as completely isolated from communication with the outside world as if they were
at the North Pole. News of conditions filtering
weakly over the first temporary wire gave fearful
tidings of the swift and terrible destruction. The
first reports were of course exaggerated; but a view
of the two cities after the waters had somewhat subsided was convincing of the fact that it was in truth
a most disastrous flood.
The amazing force that the water exerted might
be realized from the sight of a street in Hamilton
where the pavement was torn up and a channel ten
feet deep was dug by the flood current. In Dayton,
on Jefferson street, a three-ton safe was rolled and
tumbled along for a mile; a small shed was left
standing in the show window of a restaurant ; a
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trolley car was washed along Third street for half
a mile; and at another point yards upon yards of
fancy dry goods were found wrapped around a fireplug and telegraph pole. Hundreds of families were
held prisoners in their homes for days without food
or drink, while others were congested, under unavoidable unsanitary conditions in whatever temporary shelter might offer itself.
Truly the flood was disastrous and years will pass
before the affected cities will entirely recover from
the enormous loss they have sustained; but the patience with which the suffering was endured, the
heroic deeds displayed when the water was highest
and the determined courage with which the work of
rehabilitation was begun when the waters were
scarcely within their banks will serve much to light
up the necessarily dark records of the flood.
In the face of such conditions which have occurred in the past and most probably will occur
again, it seems high time for the Government to
take steps for the prevention of recurrences of like
disasters in the larger river systems.
The deepening of river beds has been suggested
as a possible means of preventing floods, but at the
present time such a method would prove extremely
expensive, as the Government found in its appropriations for the deepening of Newark Bay and the
Passaic River for navigation. Aside from the initial
cost and running expenses of dredges and "sandsuckers" the. disposing of the earth offers considerable difficulty unless it could be placed upon the immediate banks, behind piles. In such a case, however, a two-fold advantage would be realized-the
river bed would be deepened and up-to-date docks
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or levees would be formed on the banks. In the
near future new inventions may bring this plan
nearer practicability than it is at the present time.

'i

There are two other general methods of controlling rivers in flood time to prevent the spreading of
their water over their flood plains. The first is to
build levees along the banks so as to confine the
river at high water within the normal channel; the
second is to construct reservoirs on the tributary
streams in which the flood waters might be stored
up and discharged gradually to maintain a navigable stage when the river is at low water.
On superficial consideration the latter plan would
seem far preferable; but in reality the cost of building such reservoirs, the difficulty in obtaining sites
and the fact that the system would not perform
what it theoretically promises,-all are dampeners
of a plan that at first seems particularly feasible.
Either method would have its difficulties in the fact
that politics would unavoidably enter into its execution and that the question would arise whether the
Federal Government, the State or the community
should defray the cost of building.
However, as all great projects are realized only
after the surmounting of great obstacles, there
seems no time better than the present for the initiation of a movement which will eventuate in the cessation of those baneful sweeps of destruction over
one of the fairest sections of the Union. And to
the man who starts such a movement on its way to
accomplishment will belong the undying thanks of
the nation.
CHAS. H. PURDY, '15.

!\ itw mrnp.
' T I S a dew drop lying there
Couched on velvet petals red ;
Is it not a jewel rare?
'Tis a dew drop lying there, '
Trembling, sparkling in the glare
Of June's bright sun now high o'er head;
'Tis a dew drop lying there
Couched on velvet petals red.

Jno.

P . R eeves, '16.

J\lnng tlft llturr.
ASSES a wheezing barge along the stream
Of yellow waters, that the hills enfold;
The foaming rollers, sharp dividing, seem
Like silver braids upon a cloth of gold.

P

Robert C. Kelly, '16.

Jn &ummtr.
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HE summer sun with cunning craft,
Attacks the coppice green;
Swift darting each red flaming shaft
Pierces the waving screen,
Beneath which scuttling spiders hide,
And gossamer with cunning ride.
Alphonse G. Berning, '16.
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Another History.

~

I'

"History as Past Ethics," a volume recently published by Ginn & Co., seems to have excited much
favorable comment. Its author is a certain Professor Myers of unknown lineage. We are charmed
to have Professor Myers admit that "To no other
form of religion save ethical monotheism does morality owe so large a debt." Later on he tells us
that the so-called reformers of the sixteenth century
"gave prominence to the creative masculine virtues
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as opposed to the passive feminine virtues of the
conventual system." We may have some doubts
as to the masculinity of the reformers. We can
have none as to their virtue.
The critics have been telling us that "History as
Past Ethics is the result· of a lifetime of reflection."
We wonder if Professor Myers is advanced in years.
And we would like to know if he is one with a
certain Myers, the mis-statements of whose "H istory" it has taken a large volume to contain.

Dogmatic Editors.
The editor of the Saturday Evening Post is a
busy man. He must be. Because, wet!kly, to write
a number of editorials on topics ranging from buttered toast to the ideal fiscal system ordinarily requires time, study and reflection. Sometimes ·the
editor slips. But he has rarely committed such an
amusing blunder as he did recently in disposing of
the Belgian Suffrage Strike.
The general strike of all workingmen in Belgium,
was, as we know, instigated by the Socialists. The
American press played the affair up as a feature for
two or three days. Then suddenly strike news disappeared from view and we were left under the impression that a huge victory for the down-tro~den
Socialists had been secured. As a matter of fact
less than a fourth of the workingmen of the country responded to the summons to stop work, and of
these, large numbers were forced to this action be-
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cause their own particular lines of industry were
affected by the walk-out of others. The strike itself
resulted in no concessions being made by the government, and very shortly affairs in the kingdom
were as of old.
Appears on the scene the belated editor of the
S. E. P. Mr. Lorimier is a genius in the art of
using fine qualifications. But he commits himself
to the extent of intimating that the strike was a
huge success. And very naturally the clericals, he
says, were the cause of the whole trouble.
We could endure the editor's mis-statements if
they were meant as a covert attack on the Church.
We are used to such. We find it hard, however, to
put up with the fair-minded ignorance Mr. Lorimier
dispfays when he attempts to settle matters that
wiser heads are perplexed over. Still we in America are the less to be pitied. Poor Belgium! It has
no weekly infallible to teach it wisdom.

"St." David Livingston.
The editor of the Atlantic Monthly wants to make
David Livingston a saint, one reason being that
"he walked 29,000 miles." What an opportunity for
our own long--distance pedestrians! But why in
the midst of so much fulsome flattery of his new
patron does the editor take such an insinuating
fling at Cardinal Manning. The Cardinal, pictured
as a burly man in a violet robe with a huge gold
chain about his neck, is criticized for intimating that
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the English have produced no saints for centuries.
Possibly the criticism is just. But the editor of
the Atlantic Monthly might forgive the Cardinal
for forgetting momentarily that pedestrianism is
synonomous with sanctity.

Exchanges.
We acknowledge the receipt of the following exchanges: "Gonzaga," "The Pacific Star," "Fordham Monthly," "St. Vincent College Journal," "The
Young Eagle," "The Niagara Index," "The Campion," "Loretto Magazine," "St. Mary's Messenger,"
"St. Mary's Sentinel," "Stylus," "Loyola University
Magazine," "Dial," "The Rec;lwood," "The Notre
Dame Scholastic."

Chronicle .
Senior
June will witness the closing of one of
Sodality. the Senior Sociality's most successful
years. The dividing of the Sociality into
several committees for the particular study of different topics of the day, the monthly assemblages
for the discussion of these topics and the fatherly
and much appreciated instructions of Father Rector
have all combined to confirm in the members that
deep appreciation of practical Catholicity which it
is the Sodality's aim to foster.
An event of the last quarter was an address to
the Sodality by the noted missionary, Rev. P. J.
Casey, S. J., of the New York-Maryland province.
Father Casey spoke eloquently on "Hero-Worship,"
holding up for emulation some great heroes of the
Church, Stanislaus, Xavier and Ignatius. His forceful remarks made a deep impression on the members of the Soaality.
The usual fervor was manifested during the
month of May, as at all recesses a large number of
sodalists could be found before the shrine of Our
Lady.
Elocution.

The Collegiate Department, handling
Shakespeare exclusively for the first
time, \\;as apparently well received at the public
elocution contest on the evening of May 7th. Tht:
gold medal was awarded to James C. O'Connell for
his pleasing interpretation of "The Seven Ages."
Other speakers and their subjects were: Edward
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Unnewehr, "The Incitement. Speech;" Earl Binsette, "vVolsey's Farewell to Power;" Arthur Ruthman, "Arthur and Hubert;" Chas. Purdy, "The
Quarrel Scene."
In the Fourth and Third Year High contests,
which were held on the same evening, the medals
were won by Lawrence Steltenpohl with "The
Voice of Death" and by Edward Macke, speaking
"The Bondage of Drink."

On this occasion the Glee Club presented two
numbers which received well-deserved praise.

Library.

The officers of the students' Library will
have behind them a good number of new
works of fiction and a curious collection of Confederate notes as evidences of their activity and efficiency during the last quarter:

Philopedian.

After a somewhat strenuous year of
debates on European historical subjects, the 1912-13 term of the Philopedian Society
was brought to a close on Wednesday afternoon,
May 21, with appropriate exercises by the Senior
Class. The opening address was delivered by F. A.
Bien in characteristically eloquent style. After an
original and highly pleasing dialogue between Mr.
Elmer Conway and Mr. Bien, an address by Mr. A.
Elsaesser and a number of popular vocal selections
by the Senior Glee, Mr. Conway delivered a most
pathetic valedictory. The conferring of diplomas
concluded the exercises.
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On May 28th the Society held its annual picnic
at "Somariva," the beautiful summer home of the
Rielags. Baseball, swimming and boating made the
day most enjoyable for all concerned.

Public
Debate.

Despite the fact that the public debate of
the Philopedian Society was held under
difficulties in the midst of the car strike,
a relatively large audience was in attendance to hear
the discussion of the immigrant question. The subject was, "Resolved, That unless they have fled to
this country for conscience' sake, the United States
should refuse to admit to permanent residence all
aliens over sixteen years of age who cannot read
and write."
The debate was presided over by J. Arthur Conway who made the introductory remarks.
In the discussion that followed a most intelligent
discrimination of the various angles of the question
was evinced by the debaters.
In the opinion of the judges, the affirmative side,
defended by Messrs. Bien, Egbring and Freiberg,
made a better presentment of their case, and awarded them the decision. The medal for the best individual speech and rebuttal was awarded to Mr.
A. Walter Freiberg. The negative side of the question was represented by Messrs. Conway, Binsette
an.cl Elsaesser.

Glee Club
Orchestra.

The various musical societies, having
acquitted themselves creditably at their
different appearances throughout the
year, are now working hard at several new numbers
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to be presented at the commencement exercises on
June 20th.
Commencement exercises will be
held in Emery Auditorium, on
Friday evening, June 20th. Archbishop Moeller
will preside and Mr. William Byrne will deliver an
address to the graduates.
Commencement.

This is the joyous season of the year
when crowds fare forth with sprightly footsteps, heavy baskets and bright faces, and return
some twelve hours later, · empty handed and with
faces still brighter-even indeed as the setting sun.
The Philopedians had their annual picnic at the
Rielag villa, on the Miami River, near Loveland.
The Acolythical Society and First Year C spent
each a day at Silver Grove on the Ohio. The Junior
Literary and Third Year had their outings at Diamond Star Grove on the Licking. First Year B
journeyed to Rosedale. First Year A enjoyed a day
in the woods north of the city.

Picnics.

Saturday afternoon, June 7th, Mr. Clement
J. Barnhorn, one of the leading artists of
the city and an Alumnus of St. Xavier, gave an interesting account to the students of his recent trip
to Japan and the far East. The lecture was illustrated with views taken by Mr. Barnhorn while on
his journey and the slides were remarkable for their

Japan.
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artistic beauty and rich coloring. The lecture itself
was replete with interesting information and personal experiences. We hope to have the pleasure
of listening to Mr. Barnhorn often next year.

College of The second annual banquet of St.
Commerce. Xavier College of Commerce, Accounting and Finance, was held at the
Sinton Hotel, on Tuesday night, May 9th, and, in
spite of the lack of transportation facilities, a large
number of guests assembled to discuss the appetizing menu and listen to the interesting and practical
addresses of speakers, who have won distinction in
their respective pursuits because of their equipment
with just such training as St. Xavier College gives
to its students.
Mr. Edward J. Kennedy was toastmaster, and introduced the various speakers in a few well chosen
words. Mr. B. H. Kroger, president of the Provident Bank, responded to the "Requirements of the
Present Day Banker" with that ease and aptness
that comes to the man of big affairs. Mr. Ben. B.
Nelson, in speaking to "Every Business Man His
Own Lawyer,'' imparted to his audience some valuable points on how to avoid unnecessary and expensive litigation. Mr. M. F. Molloy, comptroller
of the Queen & Crescent Route, explained in a very
instructive and thorough manner the accounting
and thorough manner the accounting system of a
great railroad. Mr. James J. Heekin captured his
hearers with a witty reference to the avocations of
the previous speakers, and then gave' a sensible,
solid talk to the students of the college on the
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"Scientific Basis of Modern Business." All of th~
speak_ers complimented the faculty of St. Xavier.
upon its progressiveness in establishing the College
of Commerce, Accounting and Finance, and congratulated the students upon their good fortune in
attending such a splendid school. The speeches
were interspersed with a selection of fine musical
numbers by Messrs. Harry Schuette and William
Will eke.
·
At the conclusion of the regular program, Rev.
Father Heiermann, S. J., president of the College,
was called upon and delivered a thoughtful address
upon "The Foundation of Business."
Impromptu talks were made by Messrs. Edward
Moulinier and Jos. B. Verkamp, Judge Geoghegan
and Dr. Thos. P. Hart.
CHAS. H . PURDY, '15.

Alumni Notes
Quarterly At the quarterly meeting of the St.
Meeting. Xavier Alumni Association, held in
Moeller Hall, Wednesday evening, June
4th, John B. Blau 'll, Willard R. Poland '11, Clarence B. Reemelin '08, and William R. Collis '12,
were admitted to membership in the Association.
Reception.

On Wednesday evening, June 18th, the
Alumni Association tendered a reception to the class of '13. Hon. Henry J. Heilker, the
president of the Association, delivered the address
of welcome, which was responded to by Anthony C.
Elsaesser, the president of the graduating class.
Refreshments were then served, and the halls of
new St. Xavier were soon filled with the exchange
of old St. Xavier lore.
Hon. James R. Clark '07, Nicholas J. Hoban '07, William P. O'Shaughnessy '08,
Oscar E. Spellmire '10, and Walter J. Dyer '10,
were the Judges of the Junior Elocution Contest.
Rev. Bernard F. Kuhlman, D. D., '85, Rev. George
O' Bryan '05, Edward P. Moulinier '87, William T.
Burns '92, and Thomas Bolger '94, decided the
Senior Elocution Contest.

Judges.

Rev. Francis A. Reardon '05, Thomas M. Geoghegan '02, Dr. Thomas J. Glenn '04, Francis L. Scott
'04, and Walter S. Schmidt '05, held the balance at
the Philopedian debate.
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Hon. William A. Byrne delivered an eloquent
and interesting address to the graduates at the
commencement exercises held in Emery Auditorium
on June 20th.

''15.

'81.

It is with sorrow that we hear of the death of

Rev. Albert M. Reinhart, 0. P. Fr. Reinhart
was an accomplished scholar; he held a degree of
A. B. '81 and A. M. '83, and was editor of the Rosary Magazine of Somerset, Ohio. He earned considerable prominence in late years through his acknowledged superior translation of Denifle's
"Luther." That he was industrious, we know; for
a paralytic stroke which rendered him an .invalid
for the past two years could not strike him from
the editorial chair; that he was as virtuous is equally evident in his learned and pious editorials.
At the 29th national convention, held at Brooklyn, N. Y., during the week of May 'Ith, Rev. John
J. Hickey '82, pastor of Holy Name Church of this
city, was elected president of the Alumni Association of the North American College of Rome.
'03.

Rev. Goswin B. Menge was lately a visitor at
the college. Emmanuel Church, Dayton, 0 .,
of which Fr. Menge is assistant pastor, was severely
damaged in ~he awful flood. Fr. Menge also lost
almost all his personal goods in the same way. Yet
so considerate was he of the welfare of others, to
the neglect of his own, that after the flood, through
U. S. Gen. Wood, the people of Dayton presented
him with a generous purse for his magnificent work.
'04. On May 15th, C. Louis Coffin delivered an address on the "Industries in South America"
before the Cincinnati Spanish Club. Mr. Coffin is
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well able to speak on such topics, having spent several years traveling through South America.
On May 19th, Mark Mitchell was married to Miss
Sally Coles Stevenson Colston in St. Francis De
Sales Church, Walnut Hills.
Charles E. Kiely, Edward J. Kennedy and
William L. Shannon distinguished themselves
in the recent examinations for interne at the City ·
Hospital. Mr. Kiely passed the highest examination of all the candidates entered.
On June 20th, Mr. Thomas Ennis, now attending
Mt. St. Mary's Seminary, was ordained deacon by
the Most Rev. Archbishop.

'06.

On the 15th of May, Dr. Charles J . McDevitt
was appointed by the Director of Public Safety, Hon. Dennis F . Cash, as resident physician at
the Cincinnati Hospital.
During the past month, Alphonse B. Nurre has
connected himself in the capacity of manager with
the real estate firm of Wm. B. Poland.
'08.

'09. Alphonse J. Linneman and Miss Marie Veerkamp were married in St. Francis De Sales
Church, Walnut Hills, on Thursday, May 22nd.
William F . Kelly has lately undertaken the management of the New Huntington Hotel at Huntington, W. Va.
'10. Joseph C. Topmoeller, Joseph F . Rielag and
Oliver S. Creed received their diplomas from
the Cincinnati Law School at the commencement
exercises held on May 23rd.
James W . O'Hara, now attending the law college
at Notre Dame University, was chosen as delegate
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to represent Notre Dame at the recent Peace Congress in St. Louis.
'12. Alfred J. Rielag suffered considerable loss in
the recent flood. His summer villa on the Little
Miami River was in the heart of the devastated district and was damaged to the extent of several thousand dollars.
On May 29th, the Philopedian Society enjoyed
the hospitality of Mr. Rielag's flooded possessions.
Eugene B. Sullivan has returned from St. Louis,
Mo., and George H. Verkamp from Milwaukee,
Wis., in order to spend the summer months at
home.
Conspicuous among the large audience at the
Philopedian debate, was the class of '12, with their
vast areas of unspotted and boiled shirts.
FREDERICK A. BIEN, '13.

Athletics
ST. XAVIER, 22-ECLECTIC MEDICAL COLLEGE, 1.

A hard game was expected when the College team
met Eclectic Medical College on April 19th. The
contest proved to be the easiest of the season, however, our boys piling up 22 runs in six innings and
allowing the visitors to score but once. Capt. King
began the game in the box, but when Xavier had a
big lead, Cornelius Brady and Ed Hogan, the junior
battery, got a try. Brady fanned seven men in the
three innings he pitched. Yost led with the stick,
getting three singles and a double. In this game St.
Xavier began to show the remarkable speed on the
bases which was to be a feature of the season. Seventeen bases were stolen in six innings, Volker getting five and Frey four. Score:
Innings. . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E.
St. Xavier . . . . . . . . 4 1 0 4 9 4 O O 0-22 20
O
Eclectic Med Col. . 1 O o o o o o o o- 1 4 11
Two-base hits-Stiene, Yost, Sebastian.
Bases on
balls-off King, 1; off Brady, 2; off Santer, 5. Struck outby King, 4; by Brady, 7; by Santer, 3. Passed balls-Miller, 3; Hogan, 1. Batteries-St. Xavier, King and Brady,
and Kieffer and Hogan; Eclectic, Davis, Sauter and Miller.
Umpire, Welch. Time, 1:40 .
. . ST. XAVIER, 19-WILMINGTON, 2.

On April 24th the team made its first trip away
from home, to play the Quaker College at Wilmington, 0. \Vilmington has had a strong team in the
field in former years, and even this year defeated
Kentucky University, but St. Xavier found the game

Cron e Ph o to.

Prof.
\.- c·lkc-r

·w. J. Grace
S icking

COLLEGE BASE BALL TEAM 1913.
St iene
llogan

l ,.o s t

F re y

King (Capt. )

Ki e ffer
Conway

Sebastiani
P.rady
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as easy as the preceding one. Nineteen runs were
scored and twenty-five bases stolen. Yost again led
at the bat, coming away with two doubles and a
single. Elmer Conway struck out fourteen men,
and from the beginning it was only a question of
how big our score would be. Jimmie Barton, star
shortstop of the champion St. Xavier team of ten
years ago, accompanied the boys as umpire. Score:
ST. XAVIER.

WILMINGTON.

AB. H. PO. A. E.
Kieffer, c..... 5 2 15 3 O

Volker,, 2b .. . 3
Stiene, rf. . . . . 3
Sicking, 3b. . . 5
Yost, ss .... .. 6
Sebastiani, lb 6
Frey, lf.... . . 5
King, cf ... ... 5
Conway, p. ; .. 5

2
1
2
3
2
2
1
2

1 3 0
O O O

1
1
8
0

3
1

O

o

O O

0 0

o o o
1 0

O

Totals .... 43 17 27 10

O

AB. H. PO. A. E.
2 O O O

Miars, ss . . . . . 2
Oren, 2b . . . .. 4
Tener, p ..... .4
Clevenger, 3b. 4
Faulkner, cf. . 4
Powers, lb . .. 4
Murphy, lf... 3
Truitt, rf. . ... 2
Kelly, c. . . ... 3
Arnold, rf. . . . 2
Totals .. . . 33

1 1 1
1
2 2 2
O 2 O
0 1 O
o 1 1
1 1 o
o 12 4

O 1

1
O

1
2
O

o

2
2
1
O 1

6 27

9 10

O

Innings .. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 R. H. E.
0
St. Xavier ....... . 4 4 0 0 0 5 1 1 4-19 17
Wilmington . .... . 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0- 2 6 10
Runs-Kieffer, 3; Volker, 3; Stiene, 3; Sicking, 2; Yqst,
3; Sebas, l; King, 3; Conway, l; Miars, 2. Two-base
hits-Yost, 2; Clevenger, 2; Stiene, Sebas. Three-base
hit-Volker. Struck out-by Conway, 14; by Tener, 14.
Passed balls-Kelly, 3; Kieffer, 1. Bases on balls-,-off
Tener, 8; off Conway, 1. Stolen bases-St. Xavier, 25;
Wilmington, 2. Time, 2:00. Umpires, J. Barton and Dr.
Heaney.
ST. XAVIER, 5-0HIO DENTAL COLLEGE, 2.

The contest with Ohio College of Dental Surgery
proved close enough, but was wanting in excitement. The Dentals had a team of experienced play-
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ers who were wanting in practice. Crow, a professional who was in the Ohio State League last summer, pitched for them, our boys reaching him for
five runs. Conway pitched his usual steady game,
but had not yet rounded to the form he showed
later in the season. In this game, as in all the
others, the fielding of St. Xavier showed a sureness
and finish far beyond the ordinary. The infield was
without a weak spot; the outfield handled cleanly
the few balls which reached them during the season. Score:
ST. XAVIER.

OHIO DENTALS.

AB. H. PO.A. E.

Volker, 2b .... 4
Kieffer, c. . . . . 3
Stiene, rf. . . .. 4
Sicking, 3b. .. 4
Yost, ss. ..... 3
Sebastiani, lb 3
Frey, lf. .... . 3
Butler, cf. . . . 2
Conway, p .... 3

3
9
0
4
0
9
1
0
1

Coffman, ss. . . 3
Wagner, If. .. 4
Dunn, p. ss ... 3
Crowe, lb. p .. 4
Marple, 2b. .. 4
Reed, 3b. .. . .4
Wright, rf. ... 3
Scheerer, cf. .3
Ogden, c. . . .. 3

7 27 10 1

Totals .... 31

1
1
0
2
3
0
0
0
3

-----

Totals .... 29

AB. H. PO.A. E.

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
1
0
2
0
0
1

2
0
3
1
2
2
2
0
6 3

0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0

7 24 15

3

0
1
2
1
3
0
0
0
0

5
1
0
10
0
3
0
1

0

-----

Innings . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E.
St. Xavier ... .. ... 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 x- 5 7 1
Ohio Dentals .... ; 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0- 2 7
3
Runs-Kieffer, 2; Stiene; Sebastiani, Butler, Coffman,
Dunn. Two-base hit-Sicking. Double plays-Sicking to
Sebastiani; Crowe to Coffman. Struck out-by Conway,
9; by Dunn, 3; by Crowe, 4. Passed balls-Kieffer, Ogden 2. Bases on balls-off Conway, 2; off Dt\nn, 2. Stolen
bases-St. Xavier', 8; Dentals, 4. Time, 1:40. Umpire,
Delaney.
ST. XAVIER, 4-BURLINGTON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE, 3.

The first game with the Burlington Aggies was
played at Xavier Campus, Avondale, and furnished
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the most thrilling finish of the season. The score
stood three up from the the fifth to the ninth, and
the struggle promised to go into extra innings, but
after one was out in the last half of the ninth, Sicking singled, stole second, and scored when the first
baseman failed to hold Sebastiani's hard-hit grounder. The Kentucky boys outbatted us, and had no
error up to the last play, while their pitcher struck
out eleven. Superior headwork and skill in taking
advantage of every opportunity won a pretty game
for St. Xavier. Sicking played a phenomenal game
at third, taking fifteen chances without an error.
Score:
Innings. . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E.
St. Xavier ... . . . .. 2 0 1 O O O 0 O 1- 4
5
3
Burlington Aggies. O O O 1 2 O 0 O 0- 3 13
1
Batteries-St. Xavier, King and Hogan; Burlington,
Dix and Hager. Two-base hits-Stiene, Tolin. Threebase hit-:--Conway. Double plays-Kelly, unassisted; Butler to Sebastiani; Yost to Sebastiani. Struck out-by
King, 3; by Dix, 11. Passed balls-Hager, 2. Stoler.
bases-St. Xavier, 4; Burlington, 3. Bases on balls-off
King, 1; off Dix, 2. Time, 1 :3 2. Umpire, Delaney.
ST. XAVIER, s-BURLINGTON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE, 2.

In the return game, played at Burlington, Ky.,
St. Xavier showed de.cided superiority, meeting the
curves of Dix for twelve safeties, and stealing thirteen bags. Conway's pitching held the farmer boys
to two runs, and Elmer produced his usual number
of strike-outs. The fielding on both sides was not
as good as usual. Yost had another good day at
bat, getting four singles. Score :
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Innings.. . .. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E.
St. Xavier . . . . . . . . 1 O 0 2 1 0 O 2 2- 8 12
4
Burlington Aggies. 1 0 O 0 0 O 1 O 0- 2 6 6
Batteries-St. Xavier, Conway and Kieffer; Burlington,
Dix and Hager. Two-base hits-Sebastiani, Kelly 2.
Struck out-by Conway, 16; by Dix, 13. Passed ballHager. Bases on balls-by Conway, l; by Dix, 4. Time,
1:40. Umpires, Sullivan and Delaney.
ST. XAVIER, 3-0HIO MECHANICS INSTITUTE, o.

The game with Ohio Mechanics was played at
the Hunt Street Grounds, during the street car
strike. Brady pitched the most successful game of
the season. In no inning did more than three men
face him, save in the seventh, when an unexpected
bunt was beat to first. The support given by
Xavier's infield was of the most thrilling kind.
Sicking had five difficult assists, and Volker and
Yost leaped into the air and grabbed screaming
drives that would have spoiled Brady's record had
· they not been stopped. Score :
0 . M. I.

ST. XAVIER.
AB. H . PO. A. E.

Volker, 2b. .. . 4
Kieffer, rf. . . . 3
Frey, If. .... . 2
Yost, ss. ..... 4
Sebastiani, lb 3
Sicking, 3b. .. 3
King, cf. . . ... 3
Hogan, c. .... 2
Butler, c. ... . 1
Brady, p. .... 3

1
0
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
0

2
1
0
2
9

0
1
5
6
1

1
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

- -6 -27 9 0

AB. H. PO. A. E.

Alban, ss. .. .. 4
Yancey, 3b. .. 3
Ingels, If. .... 3
Safford, p. .. . 3
Stagman, lb. .3
Levine, cf. ... 3
Sherman, 2b. .3
C. Hayes, c .. . 3
F. Hayes, rf .. 3

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
0
8
4
3
6
0

1
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

-----

Totals . ... 28

1 24

7 2

Totals . . .. 28

Innings . . . .. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E.
St. Xavier ..... ... 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 x- 3 6 0
0 . M. 1 .. . . . . . . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 1 2
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Stolen bases-Volker, Kieffer 3, Sicking, Alban 2.
Struck out-by Brady, 11; by Safford, 6. Bases on ballsby Safford, 3. Time, 1:14. Umpire, Bien.
ST. XAVIER, 4-ST. MARY'S SEMINARY, 2.

The last game of the season was played on Decoration Day at Cedar Point. It was regarded as
the hardest test of the year, as the Seminary draws
players from many colleges and the Xavier boys are
on the average some five or six years younger than
the Seminarians. The hard-hitting Sems were
stopped by Conway, who made sixteen of them
whiff the air, to their great chagrin. Up to the ninth
only one hit was made off Conway. In the last inning St. Mary's tried to make a bid to win out, but
though they got a single and a double, Conway disposed of two by strike-outs, and Yost and Sebastiani took care of the other. A remarkable onehanded running catch of a line drive by Yost, together with the offensive work of Kieffer and Stiene
were the features of the game. Score:
ST. MARY'S.

ST. XAVIER.
AB. H. PO. A. E.

Volker, 2b . .. . 4
Kieffer, c ... .. 4
Stiene, rf.... . 4
Yost, ss. . .... 3
Sebastiani, lb 4
Sicking, 3b. . . 4
King, cf . .. . .. 4
Frey, If...... 2
Conway, p .... 3
Totals ... . 32

O

2
1

o
1
o
o

O
O

2 O
16 2 2
O O 0
2 3 1
6 o o
1 1 o
1 O o
1 1 O
O 2 0
O

4 27 11

AB. H. PO. A. E.

Carroll, 3b .... 3
Yantko, 2b ... 4
Taque, If..... 4
Hinssen, c .... 4
O'Connor, rf. 3
Toth, ss .. . . . . 3
Wade, cf . .. . . 3
Albers, c .... . 2
Hoff, lb ..... . 1
Berry, p ...... 3

0 1
2
1 o
O 7
0 0
O 2
O 1
O 6
O 7
2 1
O

O O

2 1

o o
2
1 O

O

1

1

O

O

4 1

o o

5 O

3
Totals .... 30

3 27 13

5

Innings. . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H . E.
St. Xavier ...... .. 2 0 O O 0 2 O 0 0- 4 4 3
St. Mary's .... .. .. 0 0 0 0 1 0 O 0 1- 2 3 5
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Tow-base hits--Kieffer, Taque. Stolen bases-Kieffer,
2; Stiene, 2; Carroll, 2; O'Connor, Berry. Sacrifice hitYost. Bases on balls-off Conway, 1; off Berry, 1. Struck
out-by Berry, 6; by Conway, 16. Left on bases-St.
Xavier, 3; St. Mary's, 2. Time, 1 :30. Umpires, Vehr and
Bien.

The team closed the season without a defeat, having played and won eight games, with the most representative school teams of Cincinnati and vicinity
as opponents. The vast improvement over last
year's record was due to a great extent to the consistently fine pitching of Conway, King and Brady.
Eight games with a total of twelve runs for opponents attest this. The offensive strength of the
team was greatly improved by the development of
Sebastiani, Frey, Kieffer and Yost. The fielding,
not weak last year, was exceptionally brilliant this
season. Captain Joe King and Elmer Conway graduate this year, but leave a large majority of their
team mates still in the College to keep up the great
record of 1913.
Henry Volker, who played second base, has been
elected captain for 1914.
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